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Task Configuration research

Basics

Configuration classes are subclasses of lsst.pex.config.Config.

The configuration class is an attribute of the task class. For example:

class ProcessCcdTask(CmdLineTask):
    ConfigClass = ProcessCcdConfig

Task configuration fields are attributes of the Task configuration class. For 

example:

class ProcessCcdConfig(pexConfig.Config):
"""Config for ProcessCcd"""
isr = pexConfig.ConfigurableField(

target=IsrTask,
doc="""Task to perform instrumental signature removal or load a 

post-ISR image; ISR consists of:
- assemble raw amplifier images into an exposure with image, 

variance and mask planes
- perform bias subtraction, flat fielding, etc.
- mask known bad pixels
- provide a preliminary WCS
""",

)

The doc argument becomes the doc attribute. It also gets dynamically cus-

tomized into a __doc__ attribute the configuration information itself.
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Types of configuration fields

Field

https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/con-

fig.py#L142

Attributes:

- doc

- dtype

- default

- optional (bool)

ChoiceField

Configuration can take on one of a set of allowed values.

https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/choice-

Field.py#L28

Attributes:

- allowed: The allowed values of the configuration field. This is a dic-

tionary of value-doc pairs, where "doc" describes the value.

https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/config.py#L142
https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/config.py#L142
https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/choiceField.py#L28
https://github.com/lsst/pex_config/blob/master/python/lsst/pex/config/choiceField.py#L28
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ConfigChoiceField

This is a config field that allows you to choose to use one or more other con-

figuration classes. (Single selection or multi-selection are allowed).

Example:

- Field: https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425dcf-

f72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/modelPsfMatch.py#L49

- Config class: https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425d-

cff72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/psfMatch.py#L368

class ConfigA(Config):
    """This is a config."""
    aField = Field(int, 'doc')

class ConfigB(Config):
"""This is a config."""
bField = Field(int, 'doc')

class TaskConfig(Config):
    """Task configuration that has a ConfigChoiceField."""
    choice = ConfigChoiceField(
        'doc',
        {'A': ConfigA,
         'B': ConfigB},
        multi=True)

config = TaskConfig()

# Set the value of a config in `choice`
config.choice['A'].aField = 5

# Set the active configurations
config.choice.names = ['A', 'B']

# For a single-selection ConfigChoiceField could also do
config.choice.name = 'A' # or,

https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425dcff72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/modelPsfMatch.py#L49
https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425dcff72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/modelPsfMatch.py#L49
https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425dcff72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/psfMatch.py#L368
https://github.com/lsst/ip_diffim/blob/0db841d617dbf5425dcff72d194feabd11b2cef8/python/lsst/ip/diffim/psfMatch.py#L368
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config.choice = 'A'

# For presumably a single-select, you can always get the active 
configuration with `active`
config.choice.active.aField == 5

Attributes:

- typemap: a dictionary of name: Config type.

- default: name or names of the config types in typemap that are selected.

ConfigDictField

This field is a mapping between a POD (?) and a config class. This behaves 

like a DictField, with the difference that the the items must be subclasses of 

Config.

- keytype: type of the keys, usually a str.

- itemtype: type of the items. Usually Config, but could even be a sub-

class of Config

- default

ConfigField

This is a configuration field that is itself a Config.

They have "apply" methods to apply the configuration to a catalog, for exam-

ple.
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Example:

class ScienceSourceSelectorConfig(pexConfig.Config):
"""Configuration for selecting science sources"""
fluxLimit = pexConfig.ConfigField(dtype=FluxLimit, doc="Flux limit to 

apply")

class FluxLimit(BaseLimit):
"""Select sources using a flux limit
This object can be used as a `lsst.pex.config.Config` for configuring
the limit, and then the `apply` method can be used to identify sources
in the catalog that match the configured limit.
"""
pass

class BaseLimit(pexConfig.Config):
"""Base class for selecting sources by applying a limit
This object can be used as a `lsst.pex.config.Config` for configuring
the limit, and then the `apply` method can be used to identify sources
in the catalog that match the configured limit.
This provides the `maximum` and `minimum` fields in the Config, and
a method to apply the limits to an array of values calculated by the
subclass.
"""
minimum = pexConfig.Field(dtype=float, optional=True, doc="Select 

objects with value greater than this")
maximum = pexConfig.Field(dtype=float, optional=True, doc="Select 

objects with value less than this")

Important: this means that things like FluxLimit are standalone configura-

tions. These configurations are not directly attached to a class.

ConfigurableField

This field behaves like ConfigField except that it can be "retargeted" to 

point to a different configurable (configurable generally means a Task).

You can "apply" to construct a fully-configured configurable.
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Attributes:

- target: a callable.

For example:

class DirectMatchConfig(DirectMatchConfigWithoutLoader):
"""Configuration for DirectMatchTask"""
refObjLoader = 

ConfigurableField(target=LoadIndexedReferenceObjectsTask, doc="Load 
reference objects")

ConfigField

This Field has values that are themselves Config objects (type is lsst.pex.-

config.Config)

Defines a field which is itself a Config.

The behavior of this type of field is much like that of the base Field type.

Note that dtype must be a subclass of Config.

If default=None, the field will default to a default-constructed

instance of dtype.

Additionally, to allow for fewer deep-copies, assigning an instance of

ConfigField to dtype itself, is considered equivalent to assigning a

default-constructed sub-config. This means that the argument default can be
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dtype, as well as an instance of dtype.

Assigning to ConfigField will update all of the fields in the config.

DictField

Field that is a mapping of values. Both key and value types are restricted to 

builtin POD types: int, float, complex, bool, str.

Keys must all have one type. Values must all have one type.

ListField

Field that is a container of values of a specified type.

The list can optionally have minimum and maximum lengths.

RangeField

Field that is a defines a min and max

Attributes:

- min

- max

The inclusiveMin and inclusiveMax arguments don't seem to be properties.
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RegistryField

Subclass of ConfigChoiceField that takes a registry argument.

Task case studies

CalibrateTask

CalibrateTask has a section on metadata that's added to the Exposure object.

Quantities set in exposure Metadata

Exposure metadata
<dl>

<dt>MAGZERO_RMS  <dd>MAGZERO's RMS == sigma reported by photoCal 
task

<dt>MAGZERO_NOBJ <dd>Number of stars used == ngood reported by 
photoCal

 task
<dt>COLORTERM1   <dd>?? (always 0.0)
<dt>COLORTERM2   <dd>?? (always 0.0)
<dt>COLORTERM3   <dd>?? (always 0.0)

</dl>

https://github.com/lsst/pipe_tasks/blob/master/python/lsst/pipe/tasks/calibrate.py#L182
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ProcessCcdTask — Assemble raw 
data, fit the PSF, detect and 
measure, and fit WCS and zero-
point.

ProcessCcdTask performs the following operations:

1. Call isr to unpersist raw data and assemble it into a post-ISR expo-

sure.

2. Call charImage to subtract background, fit a PSF model, repair cosmic 

rays, detect and measure bright sources, and measure aperture correc-

tion.

3. Call calibrate to perform deep detection, deblending and single-frame 

measurement, refine the WCS and fit the photometric zero-point.

Datsets

Input datasets

TK
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Output datasets

TK

Python API

 lsst.pipe.tasks.processCcdProcessCcdTask(butler=Nnne, 
psfRefObjLoader=None, astromRefObjLoader=None, photoRefObjLoader=None, 
**kwargs)

        runDataRef(sensorRef)

Retargetable subtasks

Configurations of type ConfigurableField.1

config.isr

Default subtask: IsrTask

From ProcessCcdConfig.isr.target2

Type: None (callable)

Optional: False

Task to perform instrumental signature removal or load a post-ISR image; ISR 

consists of:
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- Assemble raw amplifier images into an exposure with image, variance and 

mask planes.

- Perform bias subtraction, flat fielding, etc..

- Mask known bad pixels.

- Provide a preliminary WCS.

From ProcessCcdConfig.isr.config.doc3

config.charImage

Default subtask: CharacterizeImageTask

Type: None (callable)

Optional: False

Task to characterize a science exposure:

- Detect sources, usually at high S/N.

- Estimate the background, which is subtracted from the image and returned 

as field "background."

- Estimate a PSF model, which is added to the exposure.

- Interpolate over defects and cosmic rays, updating the image, variance 

and mask planes.
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config.calibrate

Default subtask: CalibrateTask

Type: None (callable)

Optional: False

Task to perform astrometric and photometric calibration:

- Refine the WCS in the exposure.

- Refine the Calib photometric calibration object in the exposure.

- Detect sources, usually at low S/N

Configuration fields

config.doCalibrate

Default: True

Type: bool

Perform calibration?

doCalibration is a regular Field.4
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Dynamic configuration defaults

self.charImage.doWriteExposure = False
self.charImage.detection.doTempLocalBackground = False
self.calibrate.detection.doTempLocalBackground = False
self.calibrate.deblend.maxFootprintSize = 2000

View on GitHub

Examples

TK

Task debugging

ProcessCcdTask has no debug output, but its subtasks do.

https://github.com/lsst/pipe_tasks/blob/master/python/lsst/pipe/tasks/processCcd.py#L65-L69
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CalibrateTask — Calibrate an 
exposure by measuring sources 
and performing astrometric and 
photometric calibration

Given an Exposure with a PSF model and aperture correction map (typical gener-

ated by CharacterizeImageTask), CalibrateTask performs the following steps:

1. Run detection and measurement.

2. Run astrometry subtask to fit an improved WCS.

3. Run photoCal subtask to fit the exposure's photometric zero-point.

Retargetable subtasks

config.astromRefObjLoader

- Default: LoadAstrometryNetObjectsTask

Reference object loader for astrometric calibration.

It would be neat to link to a section in the docs with all reference object 

loaders.1
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config.photoRefObjLoader

- Default: LoadAstrometryNetObjectsTask

Reference object loader for photometric calibration.

It would be neat to link to a section in the docs with all reference object 

loaders.2

config.astrometry

- Default: AstrometryTask

Task that performs an astrometric calibration to refine the WCS.

config.photoCal

- Default: PhotoCalTask

Task that performs the photometric calibration.
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Configuration fields

config.doWrite

- Type: bool

- Default: True

- Field type: Field

Save calibration results?

config.doWriteHeavyFootprintsInSources

- Type: bool

- Default: True

- Field type: Field

Include HeavyFootprint data in source table? If false then heavy footprints 

are saved as normal footprints, which saves some space.

config.doWriteMatches

- Type: bool

- Default: True
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- Field type: Field

Write reference matches? This field is ignored if doWrite is False.

config.doWriteMatchesDenormalized

- Type: bool

- Default: False

- Field type: Field

Write reference matches in denormalized format? This format uses more disk 

space, but is more convenient to read. Ignored if doWriteMatches is False or 

doWrite is False.

config.doAstrometry

- Type: bool

- Default: True

- Field type: Field

Perform astrometric calibration?

config.requireAstrometry

- Type: bool
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- Default: True

- Field type: Field

Raise an exception if astrometry fails? Ignored if doAstrometry is False.

config.icSourceFieldsToCopy

- Type: str

- Default: ["calib_psfCandidate", "calib_psfUsed", "calib_psf_reserved"]

- Field type: ListField

- Min length: None

- Max length: None

Fields to copy from the icSource catalog to the output catalog for matching 

sources Any missing fields will trigger a RuntimeError exception. Ignored if 

icSourceCat is not provided.

config.checkUnitsParseStrict

- Type: str

- Choices: raise, warn, silent

- Field type: ChoiceField

Strictness of Astropy unit compatibility check, can be 'raise', 'warn', or 

'silent'.
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Currently this isn't a ChoiceField, but surely it should be.3

Dynamic configuration defaults

pexConfig.Config.setDefaults(self)

Notes

TK

Examples

TK

Task debugging

Debugging variables

- calibrate: Frame (an int; <= 0 to not display) in which to display the 

exposure, sources and matches. See lsst.meas.astrom.displayAstrometry 

for the meaning of the various symbols.
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debug.py examples

import lsstDebug

def DebugInfo(name):
    di = lsstDebug.getInfo(name)

if name == "lsst.pipe.tasks.calibrate":
di.display = {

calibrate: 1,
}
return di

lsstDebug.Info = DebugInfo


